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EXHIBITION CATALOGUE
DATE

2 – 17 March 2019

VENUE

The Coal Loader
2 Balls Head Drive, Waverton

The North Sydney Art Prize is produced by North Sydney Council.
Council thanks all the staff for their contribution including the Arts &
Culture team, Community Development for organising the event with
support from Open Space and Environmental Services.
The North Sydney Art Prize is an Arts & Culture team event

The North Sydney Art Prize is an Art Month Sydney 2019 event
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The following awards are sponsored by North Sydney Council:

$20,000 Major Open Award
$2,000 Emerging Artist Award

North Sydney Council gratefully acknowledges the continued support
of the following sponsors:

$15,000 Award for Sculpture
sponsored by Dexus
Dexus manages and directly invests in high quality office and industrial properties, and also
actively manages office, industrial, retail and healthcare properties across Australia.
The new development at 100 Mount Street promises to be a defining landmark of North
Sydney, delivering a modern workplace that inspires people to come to work and feel a sense of
community. 100 Mount Street will feature one of the southern hemisphere’s largest LED screens
in the lobby showcasing the artwork of prominent Australian artist Tamara Dean.
As part of a broader commitment to the arts, Dexus is proud to once again be sponsoring the
Award for Sculpture.
www.dexus.com

$7,500 Site Specific Award
sponsored by Australian Catholic University
Within the Catholic Intellectual tradition and acting in Truth and Love, Australian
Catholic University is committed to the pursuit of knowledge, the dignity of the human
person and the common good (The ACU Mission).
www.acu.edu.au
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$1,000 Work on/with Paper Award sponsored by Primrose Park Arts & Craft Centre Inc.
Primrose Park Arts & Craft Centre is a member based community organisation promoting programs in
paper making, photography, calligraphy, basketry and painting.
www.primrosepark.com.au

$1,000 Award for Painting sponsored by Mosman Art Society Inc.
Mosman Art Society fosters the development, practice and love of art in the community, running annual
exhibitions and activities throughout the year.
www.mosmanartsociety.org.au

ROYAL ART SOCIETY
OF NSW

$1,000 Award for Drawing sponsored by The Royal Art Society of NSW
The Royal Art Society of NSW was founded in 1880 and continues to support artists through a vibrant
program of weekly art classes and exhibitions.
www.royalart.com.au
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MAYOR’S FOREWORD
The North Sydney Art Prize is a unique
showcase of artwork by local, regional and
national artists in an extraordinary venue – our
fantastic Coal Loader Centre for Sustainability
in Waverton.

profile of the event. Dexus has generously
sponsored the Award for Sculpture to the
value of $15,000 and the Australian Catholic
University has sponsored the Site Specific
Award to the value of $7,500.

This transformed industrial site allows visitors
to explore the Art Prize across varying
landscapes, from the stunning Platform
overlooking the harbour to the hidden tunnels
underneath and surrounding parklands.

Council sincerely appreciates the generous
support of all sponsors, including Primrose
Park Arts & Craft Centre Inc., Mosman Art
Society Inc. and the Royal Art Society of
NSW, and we thank them for their ongoing
participation in the North Sydney Art Prize
with prizes to the value of $1,000.

With many artworks tackling the theme of
sustainability, the history of the Coal Loader
makes for an interesting juxtaposition to many
of the pieces, and is one of the many reasons
our Art Prize is so popular and continues to
expand in both scope and size.
This year’s Art Prize is bigger than ever, with
entries from 411 artists. The standard is always
exceptionally high and I know it’s a difficult
task to only pick 115 pieces for display.
Council is pleased to continue to support two
of the Art Prize awards: the Major Open Award
to the value of $20,000 and the Emerging Artist
Award to the value of $2,000.
We have again received a lot of support from
the business community, with both Dexus and
the Australian Catholic University increasing
their sponsorship in line with the expanding

I would also like to acknowledge this year’s
Judging Panel for handling the challenging
task of choosing the winners with conviction,
passion and integrity: Dr Therese Kenyon,
Artist, Curator, Arts Writer and Director
Eramboo Artist Environment, Dr Kath Fries,
Artist, Curator and Founder & Chair John
Fries Award and Jenny Cheeseman, Head of
Curatorial, Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the
Council Arts team who has brought this event
together under the leadership of Alison Clark.
Once again, it has been beautifully curated and
I know you will be delighted and intrigued as
you make your way through the site.
I hope our 2019 Art Prize inspires all who visit.
Enjoy!
Councillor Jilly Gibson, Mayor of North Sydney
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SELECTION PANEL
Dr Therese Kenyon
Therese Kenyon is an artist, independent curator, visual arts writer and
educator. She has a long exhibiting history and employment within
Universities, TAFE as well as regional galleries, public run galleries and
artist collectives. She was a senior lecturer and Director of the Tin Sheds
Art Workshops and Gallery at the University of Sydney in the 1990s and
Director of the Manly Art Gallery & Museum from 1999-2011. Therese
is currently a NSW representative on the Print Council of Australia, a
member of the Ultimo Project Inc. Art Collective in Marrickville and a
board member and co-curator at Eramboo Artist Environment, Terrey
Hills. Therese completed her PhD in 2016 at the School of Art, Australian
National University.

Dr Kath Fries
Kath Fries is a Sydney-based artist, who has recently completed her
PhD at Sydney College of the Arts, University of Sydney. Working across
installation, sculpture, drawing and photomedia, her site-responsive
practice investigates how our senses are entangled with our material
and immaterial surroundings, ecosystems and layered histories. Kath has
received several awards including the 2017 North Sydney Art Prize Award
for Sculpture and a 2014-2017 Australian Post-Graduate Award. Kath has
also worked extensively in the visual arts and is the founder and chair of
the John Fries Award; director of the Gunyah artists-in-residence program;
and studio manager at Lindy Lee Studio.

Jenny Cheeseman
Jenny Cheeseman was appointed Head of Curatorial, Casula Powerhouse in
2018 with a remit to develop an exhibition program for and by the diverse
local Liverpool audience. She has 15 years’ industry experience, working
at Auburn/Cumberland Council for over 7 years as Arts Coordinator and
Peacock Gallery Director, delivering the exhibition and public program
for the gallery, public art projects and supporting development and
presentation across art forms by local artists and community groups
and organisations. Jenny has been a member of the Create NSW Western
Sydney Round Table and holds a Graduate Certificate in Arts Management
from the University of Technology Sydney.
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CURATORIAL COMMENT
The North Sydney Art Prize, now in its
fourth iteration at the historic Coal Loader,
continues to evolve as new exhibition
opportunities emerge with restoration work
to the Coal Loader Platform, Chambers and
Tunnel completed in 2018. These unique
opportunities coalesce with an increasing
number of artists seeking innovative ways
to work within a site specific context, and a
growing trend to participate in experiences
which exist outside the parametres of
mainstream cultural spheres.
The North Sydney Art Prize curatorial
theme was initiated in 2013 with the aim to
inspire and support artists working across
diverse disciplines whilst fostering a deeper
engagement with the overarching values of
the exhibition site at the Coal Loader. The
emphasis on innovation and site specificity has
actively encouraged an emerging number of
artists to respond to the curatorial brief with
inventiveness and insight, thus providing a
rare opportunity to contribute to a cultural
event of this calibre and transform a post
industrial setting into a vibrant contemporary
arts venue.
This year’s response exceeded expectations
with 115 finalists from across Australia and New
Zealand selected from 411 entries. Significantly,
8 of the entries are collaborative works and
symbolise a return towards artistic interaction,

exchange and dialogue across disciplines
where artists can explore and expand their
creative vision within a collaborative context.
Of the 115 selected entries, 38 sculptures
are scattered throughout the grounds of
the Coal Loader, across the newly opened
platform and two tunnels. For the first time
26 discrete chambers and tunnel 1 have been
used to accommodate 39 new media and site
specific installation based works, converting
the empty catacomb-type rooms into a series
of immersive and interactive spaces.
The Mess Hall, Workshop, Artist Studio and
Caretakers Cottage are filled with 38 paintings,
works on paper and installations. While these
works are not necessarily site specific, they
engage in one way or another with the
curatorial theme and provide an opportunity
for the visiting public to be challenged and
inspired, whilst inviting us to collectively
consider the fragility, beauty and astonishing
resilience of the world around us.
This 16-day cultural event showcases some of
the best in contemporary Australian art and
is testimony to the extraordinary ingenuity
of the artists who continue to provoke,
enage and enlighten us. I sincerely thank all
the exhibiting artists for committing to the
curatorial vision to deliver a transformative and
enriching exhibition and contributing to the
ongoing success of the North Sydney Art Prize.
Alison Clark
Team Leader Arts & Culture,
North Sydney Council
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EXTERIOR WORKS

Located across the grounds, surrounding parklands & Platform

Robert Barnstone

1

Line vessels

3

Empires
Dismantled

mild steel, epoxy
coated thermal
chromic paints &
photochromic paints
640 x 60 x 120cm, 660 x 45 x 95cm,
550 x 20 x 35cm & 530 x 40 x 30cm
$30,000

reclaimed wood
60 x 70 x 30cm
$1,990

These sculptures examine the use of thermal
chromic and photochromic paints on building
facades that change colour to absorb the
sun’s heat in cold temperatures, turn light
and reflect the sun in warm temperatures.
These sculptures aim to showcase the magical
aspect of these paints and demonstrate their
existence.

Suzie Bleach &
Andrew Townsend

Richard Byrnes

2

BLIND
steel, assemblaged
objects, lead & coal
130 x 147 x 54cm
$30,000

This work continues a series in which we use
the familiar figure of the horse to explore
and express various aspects of the human
condition. BLIND is an allegory of the pro-coal
industry lobby. The horse, like coal, was once
fundamental to our survival. Eventually it was
superseded by newer technologies.

Empires Dismantled is fabricated from
reclaimed wood originating as discarded
bed frames and furniture from the streets of
Marrickville where I live. In addition, I scour
the refuse bins of the two major timber yards
in this suburb to recover timber off cuts that
would otherwise be incinerated or find their
way into landfill.
Represented by Robin Gibson Gallery

Carolyn Cardinet

4

Sweepscape
found single-use
plastics, wood & hay
bale rope
500cm variable
$2,200

This installation project, a ‘Ballet of Balais’, is
entirely made from found objects that I glean
and collect such as 2-3 litre plastic milk bottles,
delivery packaging, wood and hay bale rope to
epitomise the idea of a giant world sweep for A
Plastic Free Ocean. The focus of my art practice
is to communicate and create awareness of
single-use plastics.
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Jan Cleveringa

5

Imagining the Past
Before It Happens

plants & mixed media
160 x 250 x 200cm
NFS

Imagining the Past Before It Happens is an ironic
art installation of 5,000 light globes worth
$35,000 that utilises the idea of hindsight from
a perspective of the future to explore the
culture of business, sustainability and waste.
It places you in a thinking ‘space’ about the
future of all discarded or wasted business
products. Astonishing.

6

Prickles - the
unhuggable
steel, barbed wire &
paint
300 x 300 x 350cm
$42,500

Fashioned from discarded steel and wire,
Prickles questions the loss of crucial nurturing in
child development. What was once cherished
and lovingly repaired by hand, is now cast
aside. In its place, we have all consuming hard
electronic devices, offering a colourful new
world where imagination is unnecessary and
hugs are given via an emoji.
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7

Garden of Cruel
Delights

approx. 5,000
fluorescent T5 light
globes
300 x 120cm
$1,200

Andrew Cullen &
Dion Parker

Suzanne Davey

The Coal Loader is an exchange zone between
us, plants and environmental forces, where
flora experience constant transformation
through destructive and constructive actions.
Tactile and material interventions performed
on plants examine concepts such as empathy,
control, adaptation and showcase the power
of plants to lead us to future landscapes.

Geoff Farquhar-Still

8

Inferno redux
stainless steel
200 x 170 x 210cm
$16,000

Inferno redux is a frozen signifier of the forces
and fields that roar around combustive
materials as they oxidise, representing both
creative and destructive destinies. Inferno
redux was hand sketched in VR, developed
to fabrication algorithmically and fabricated
by artisans using holographic guides in
collaboration with software team Fologram.

Felix Feneley

9

Waning

Jenny Green

11

Interplay

mild steel
230 x 160 x 160cm
$8,500

Waning is a sculptural response to the shells
of heavy industry, such as the Coal Loader site,
that remain dotted around Sydney’s foreshore.
Waning plays with a tension of opposites. Built
from structural steel I-beams but imbued with
a sense of flight and playfulness, the work
reimagines its material interpretation.

stainless steel
122 x 260 x 85cm &
164 x 155 x 107cm
$16,500

Interplay comprises two parts, each standing
separately yet working together, reflecting
on the dynamics of relationships, interactions
and connections. Its metal construction recalls
the industrial past of the Coal Loader, while its
negative space invites us to enjoy the natural
setting and reflect on the importance of
sustainability.

10

John Fitzmaurice
Cork Revival
316 marine grade
stainless steel polished
to a mirror finish
400 x 120 x 100cm
$46,000

This spiralling stainless steel piece is a modern
interpretation of the sophisticated and stylish
icon, the classic cork screw. Cork has been
replaced by the screw cap to the majority
of wine bottled in Australia, however, wines
with cork stoppers contribute not only to
maintaining a sustainable industry, but
heritage, traditions and lifestyles.

Simon Grimes

12

Fissure
fibreglass, sand,
automotive paint &
found objects
35 x 100 x 300cm
$7,000

Enigmatic boulders which snake through the
landscape, these works could be imagined
as fossilised eggs, or germinating seeds of
unknown geological origin. Each one is split
by a ragged fissure that contains colourful and
anachronistic details, leading the viewer to
ponder their origins and what might emerge.
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Akira Kamada

13

An Odd Bunch
recycled
cardboard,
paper, bamboo,
twine, silicon, liquid nail, paint & bondcrete
dimensions variable
NFS (commissions available)

In today’s consumer world, wholesome
produce is often thrown away if it fails to meet
a rigid, aesthetic standard. Likewise in our
media there is an expectation for people to
meet a highly standardised, air-brushed ideal.
This ephemeral work is a celebration of the
diverse, and idiosyncratic, within a species.

Barbara Licha
galvanised wire &
metal bar
240 x 59 x 75cm
$4,400

As humans, we are connected to each other.
We belong to diverse groups and form
communities. The sculpture Tenants addresses
global issues broadly related to cultural, social,
political and economic values. As people, we
are residents of cities, villages, buildings or
houses to share and live with others.

15

Faulty Tower &
Hu Tong
cast bronze
160 x 40 x 40cm &
190 x 40 x 40cm
$35,000 each
($60,000 both)

These works were the beginning of an
exploration of columns and totemic sculptures,
each telling a story about society’s present
condition. The sculptures are made in China
from sheet metal forms and bits of nature or
found objects, then cast into bronze.
Represented by Australian Galleries

14

Tenants
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Peter Lundberg

Will Maguire

16

Foreign
connections m3
forged steel,
Australian turpentine
& ironbark
170 x 40 x 40cm
$3,900

Forged steel and cut timber superficially
burnt together, the work is analogous to
the unresolved tensions between notions
of progress and respectful relations with the
natural world. Intending to express beauty
without glazing over contradiction and the
need for critical thought.

James McCallum

17

Ghost Whisperer

19

DRY DOCK

acrylic
155 x 82 x 43cm
$6,500

recycled steel
155 x 58.5 x 40cm
$2,800

Using minimalist forms and modern materials
Ghost Whisperer is a reinterpretation of the
tribal African masks painted by Picasso. By
replacing the traditional material of wood with
frosted acrylic the mask becomes linked with
a contemporary aesthetic.

Edward Milan

Victoria Monk

The sculpture DRY DOCK is a monument to
the working harbour with its boat builders
and repairers who were once and still are part
of the industrial landscape of the foreshores.
The specifically selected recycled metal is the
industrial memory of an active working life of
Sydney Harbour.

18

Think Engine
reclaimed timber,
steel & paint
270 x 200 x 80cm
$9,750

Think Engine is a sculpture made of reclaimed
materials found on building sites, or by the
side of the road. The images are made
with templates and the work references
architecture, history, and some tomfoolery.
What happens if you turn the key? Taking
time out to think, to wonder, and meander
with our thoughts.

Ro Murray

20

#adani
acrylic on marine ply
240 x 720cm
$5,000

#adani continues my abstract geometric series
in black and red, with hash tagged titles of coal
fired power stations. The Adani coal mine in
Queensland is not only a threat to the Great
Barrier Reef but contributes to Climate Change.
It makes you wonder about lobbying and
invested interests of political parties who
promote coal.
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Ro Murray &
Mandy Burgess

21

steel & varnish
190 x 110 x 90cm
$20,000

tree branches,
timber, paint, steel
straps & star pickets
dimensions variable
$4,500

The latest Intergovernmental Report on
Climate Change warns the planet will
experience more extreme temperatures which
will cause devastating bushfires, droughts and
cyclones. Fortress is a reminder that action
needs to be speedily taken to mitigate the
damaging effects of man-made climate
change.

22

Departure
Pool
ceramic tiles, acrylic mirror & ply
155 x 400cm
$12,000, $60 each tile

Departure Pool reveals itself through this
site’s many layers of history; from the original
inhabitants of the land, then as a transfer
hub of fuel for trade, and currently as a
centre for sustainability. It also references a
time and place where diverse cultures lived
harmoniously united under one sky.
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23

Space Frame, Blue

Fortress

Kathie Najar

Kevin Norton

However long one has been making sculpture
it is always difficult to describe what has been
made that is called sculpture. Especially as
I am at my best when not thinking of any
particularity in the making process; maybe a
form of meditation? The thing to consider is
to look and look and engage with what they
see; see if they connect.
Represented by Defiance Gallery

Denese Oates

24

Xerophyte Forest
corten steel
dimensions variable
$25,000

Xerophyte Forest is a sculpture presenting a
vision of the future – peculiar plants living with
very little water. Australia is a dry continent but
inhabited by nurturing life forms that require
very little water. This work is a fantastical
interpretation of plant forms expressed in
corten steel, used for its richly rusted colour
which relates to the industrial past of the site.
Represented by Stella Downer Fine Art

Belinda Piggott

25

TenaCity

27

Outcrop

ceramic, steel,
concrete & wire
120 x 110 x 93cm
$1,850

sand, cement & earth
dimensions variable
$3,500

TenaCity plays with tension between urban
and natural environments. Influenced by
formal qualities the city shares with the forest,
towering forms with small footprints, the forms
consist of, yet appear to be consumed by the
landscape. Installed in groups they take on the
quality of a forest suggestive of an alternative
future of the city.

Deborah Redwood

Hannah Rose Carroll
Harris & Simon Mould

26

Cocoons
steel frame, sticks,
hessian & twine
dimensions variable
$5,000

The word entropy comes from the Greek
word “entropia” meaning transformation.
The grub creates its cocoon then its whole
body disintegrates into a liquid soup except
for the “imaginary discs” which contain all
the genetic directions to turn this soup into
a butterfly. The cocoons have been modelled
on the humble Bag Moth.

Outcrop is a series of pseudo-geological forms
made in-situ using cement and red soil from
the landscape. At first glance the works appear
to be a natural geological outcrop, but as
the viewer approaches and walks amongst
the ‘rocks’ they will realise that the outcrop
couldn’t have formed there.

Jayanto Tan

28

Ritual Gathering
thousands of
incense sticks &
cotton red string
dimensions variable
$500 (money to be donated to Child Fund
for Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh)

My installation offers a sentiment of mixed
spirituality and sharing, demonstrating diverse
cultures and bringing the timeless wisdom of
meditation to open-minded westerners. This
is my mantra of rosary beads counted up and
down through small fingers over the uneven
surface of repeated words, like a prayer to
the universe.
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Alex Thorby

29

Bird Brain

wire, electrical
cord & nylon
string
85 x 35cm & 22 x 24cm (each set)
$990 each (swimsuit & cap)

Bird Brain is an affectionate term that I call my
children and this work is about their future.
Most of us are now aware that our activities
are changing Earth’s fundamental life support
systems. Acting like fools, and stealing from
the environment, we are robbing the future
generations of their health, wellbeing and
longevity.

30

Retrieve, Retreat
mixed media
dimensions variable
$3,500

Conceived as a gathering of various vessels
containing physical documents, mostly
retrieved from walks in North Sydney, this
installation speaks of salvaging, reshaping
and the poetic encounters to be found in
lost effects. Reorganised and displayed as a
contemplative array of islands (within islands)
Retrieve, Retreat considers ‘the pathos of things’.
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31

Then and Now

clay, nylon
stockings
& wire
300 x 300cm
$2,000

Morgan Veness

Willemina Villari

As the working harbour has morphed into
a recreational harbour this installation is a
symbol of newfound freedom and carefree
living. Wire is the main element used in this
work as it lends itself to making floating
drawings in space. This new collection of
cossies and caps is inspired by the fashion
of the 1950s.

Dawn Whitehand

32

Earth Blanket
ceramic & metal
dimensions variable
$15,000

Using organic materials and textures my art
practice addresses environmental issues by
making artworks that attempt to remind the
viewer, though subliminally, of their innate
connection to, and reliance upon, the Earth
for their survival. Clay is the main material used
as it is of the Earth and therefore a poignant
signifier.

Lisa Woolfe

33

In Flight 3.0
cyclone
aluminium insect
screen, galvanised
steel fence wire,
chrome plated copper swage, cable ties,
besser brick & aluminium
dimensions variable
$5,500

This work was made while reading David
Abrams’ ‘Becoming Animal’, a treatise on
stopping, looking and connecting to the
natural world. Abrams’ challenge is to look
up from our devices that keep the living world
at a distance. To experience ourselves as of
the living earth, we might just reconsider our
approach to ecological issues.

34

Barak Zelig
Lured to the light
steel
108 x 137.5cm
$13,500

The sculpture corresponds with the
architecture and physical nature of the Coal
Loader tunnels. It’s about the human spirit,
journey and destiny as when we travel towards
the light at our end of life. In Kabbalah, we
ascend through 10 levels (the 10 passages
of light shown in the sculpture) from our
existence to the infinite.
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MAP OF EXTERIOR WORKS
Located across the grounds and surrounding parkland

WORKS 1-34
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INTERIOR WORKS

Upper Level - Located in the Mess Hall, Workshop, Artist Studio & Caretakers Cottage

Mary-Anne Barnes

35

Betwixt and
Between 2

double-screen video
with sound
8.13 minutes
$3,500 (edition 1 of 5)

This installation symbolises a time in the
cycle of decomposition of forests over 100’s
of millions of years and the transformation
by natural forces of organic matter to the
carbon-rich material of coal. Fragile, hollow
trees slowly decay above scattered leaf litter.
These burnt, scratched and pierced forms
represent nature in a state of flux.

36

Assemblage 5
acrylic on un-primed
canvas
40 x 60cm
$480

I enjoy using banality in my work as a way of
delivering a statement. I use images sourced
from Google, trace them with a black pen,
scan them and then project them onto canvas
and trace the line. When serious subjects are
painted simply, they invite thought.
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37

Dredger

fabriano paper,
gauze & mapping
pins
200 x 220 x 30cm
NFS

Anthony Bartok

Chris Bennie

Dredger is a film that documents the 111 metre
Balder R hopper dredger during its tender
on the Gold Coast in 2018 were it relocated
3,026,758 cubic metres of sand into the surf
zone to help coastal erosion. The film focuses
on the dredgers ‘rainbow’ to construct a
parallel between its organic and sculptural
quality and nautical engineering.

Lee Bethel

38

Collection
watercolour &
natural materials on
hand cut & folded
paper
90 x 70cm
$1,250

Collection is a contemplation on process, work
and time. It responds to the ethos of what the
Coal Loader site was and celebrates what it
has become through its use of found natural
materials and low energy production.
Represented by The Egg and Dart Gallery

Vernon Bowden

39

Medium

Minuella Chapman

41

Byzantium (Arcadia)
Series

assemblage,
artefacts, digital &
analogue facsimiles
dimensions variable
$8,000

“Everything began with objects” - Jean
Baudrillard. When does detritus change into
historical artefact? At what point does a mythic
symbol turn back into a shiny gewgaw? In
a throwaway culture - where planned
obsolescence is obsolete - marketing and
influencers instantly fetishise valueless tat. Can
object makers move post-object?

colour photograph
printed on Arches
Aquaelle 300gsm
paper
80 x 60cm
$1,800 each / $6,500 series x 4

The Byzantium Series has a layered symbolism
of eulogy paired with the expression of the
classical concept of unspoiled wilderness.
Blending contemporary photography with
leitmotifs of memory, landscape and the
classical beauty of Greco-Roman sculpture, it is
evocative of the idea of harmonious existence
with nature.

40

Megan Broadbent
Elegy: I wear my
veil 1
Giclee photographic
print on cotton rag
paper
80 x 80cm
$750

My work is an examination of the fragility
and enigmatic power of nature; a dichotomy
which exists in the complex relationship
shared between humankind and our natural
world. Taking influence from the play of light
on fabric found in Renaissance sculpture, Elegy
is an exploration of concealment and serves
as a lament on the destruction of our world.

42

Joshua Charadia
Peripheral View 6
oil & acrylic on linen
38 x 30cm
$950

Ubiquitous yet overlooked, shipping containers
are vital cogs in the unceasing machine of
globalisation. In my work I ask the viewer to
reconsider their passive perceptions of these
objects, and question the significant role that
they play in the economic and ecological
world around us.
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Shellie Christian

43

Collection

mixed media on
board
50 x 50cm
$1,350

Exploring our existence through the myriad
of natural found materials collected in my
day to day life is a continuing theme for my
work. The use of wire, horse hair, seed podsweaving the wire intuitively and extending
the still form gives my piece the movement
and energy experienced in nature, reflecting
the rustic elegance of The Australian Bush.

44

Adaptation/
Mutation
pigment prints onto
fine art rag, timber
frames & mounts
90 x 75cm
$3,000

This work explores imagined ecological
adaptations in the age of the Anthropocene;
juxtaposing futurist ideas of natural evolution
with human imposed organic-hybrid
modifications to facilitate species survival
beyond the current epoch. These imagined
portraits reflect on possible future ecological
adaptations and interventions in the natural
world.
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45

Exchanging the Air

ceramic, horsehair,
wire & seed pods
80 x 80cm
$1,650

Donna Davis

Dana Dion

As a landscape abstract painter I respond to
what I see in the landscape. The coal loader is
a site I know well and have watched develop
over the years. In this painting I respond to the
shapes of the tunnels, the imagined coal, and
the contrast of the dark industrial tunnels and
the bright clean air on exit.

Viola Dominello

46

After the back burn
oil on board
61 x 61cm
$2,000

While on site, I responded to the recent Balls
Head back burning. The scorched landscape
after the fire reveals imposing rocky outcrops
and the resilience of plants to regenerate and
thrive in a spectacular harbour foreshore
environment.
Represented by Stella Downer Fine Art

Bernadette Facer

47

Ata Whenua Shadowland

49

Antipodes

hybrid monoprint
with charcoal
80 x 80cm
$950

Ata Whenua looks at water regulation and
the depletion of water resources. The land
(Whenua) is interjected by the scored lines
of the braided river. This work contextually
speaks to the agricultural region of New
Zealand, from which I herald.

Tina Fox

Louise Gilchrist
reformed paper
from used coffee
cups & food
containers
dimensions variable
NFS

Australians waste a lot of stuff, especially if its
free. We build up piles of useless trash, put
plastic in the sea; Our land is burdened by our
waste; Of items not so rare; Banning all single,
use items would, aid the disrepair! Recycle
everything you own, and Keep Australia fair!

48

Them and Us
wood, glass & cotton
thread
150 x 90 x 20cm
$3,500

Them and Us is an antidote to the twitching
net curtains that used to be so popular in our
homes, creating a clear division between the
private domestic and the public outside world.
It’s as if the curtains are taking a point of view
and giving us their opinion, reminding us that
there are two sides to every story.

Elaine Goodridge

50

Water Cycle
watercolour paper,
pigment & linen
thread
55 x 55cm
$1,500

Water Cycle explores the movement of
water across the Coal Loader site through
time. It is constructed from sketches of the
site, reassembled into a woven circle. The
interwoven colours combine to reflect the
cyclical movement of water from sea, land
and plant life to the atmosphere, returning as
precipitation across the site and its inhabitants.
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Stephen Hall

51

Exemplum

lambda colour print
100 x 70cm
$2,250

The Artists’ Book Exemplum is an allegorical
commentary on the manner in which humanity
has and continues to conduct itself in regard to
its environment. This pictorial narrative raises
questions concerning sustainability issues that
we face in our own times.

52

the climb 10
oil on linen
66 x 76cm
$4,500

This is a small painting of big things. About a
constant climb to nowhere and the ultimate
emptiness.
Represented by Piermarq

Melissa Hartley

53

Swan Dive
acrylic on
gessoboard
45.7 x 58cm
$2,200

Swan Dive features a protea, diving into the
unknown black void of existence and alludes
to the transitory nature of existence; to life and
death. Among the oldest families of flowers,
Greek legend tells us that they were named
after Proteus. It echoes global concerns,
illustrating the fragility of time and man’s
turbulent relationship with nature.
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54

Solastalgia

artists’ book ink
& watercolour on
100% cotton rag
paper
12.5 x 16.5 x 1.5cm
$2,500

Craig Handley

Catherine Hickson

Solastalgia is a personal protest against coal
mining and its irreparable damage to the
environment, to culture and to community.
By putting my body in the mine I lay bare
my despair.
Represented by Michael Reid

Di Holdsworth

55

Please Don’t Shoot
vintage utility box,
vintage wooden
decoy ducks, timber
inlay, mechanical
parts & music box movement
24 x 58 x 18cm
$2,200

Please Don’t Shoot is a kinetic assemblage
reminiscent of fairground games such as Duck
Shooting Galleries and Laughing Clowns. On
winding the work the ducks’ heads mounted
like trophies, move from side to side to
music. The work was made in response to
the senseless killing of thousands of ducks
annually in Australia in duck hunting season.
Represented by Stella Downer Fine Art

Lea KannarLichtenberger

56

58

Earth Code

Exhale in the
Anthropocene

silk, cotton & wood
210 x 70cm x 2cm
$1,700

ceramics (21 high
fired with decals),
perspex petri dish,
world globe, dry
cleaners plastic bag & zip tie
35 x 35 x 45cm
$5,000

Creating a dialogue surrounding microplastics,
contemporary consumerism and ocean debris
within a Petri dish. This work comments on the
connections to science and how it’s working
for (e.g. looking for ways to save non-human
life) and against (e.g. the creation of more
disposable technology and plastics etc.) the
preservation of the marine environment.

Bahman Kermany

Brenda Livermore

57

CYLINDER
cardboard, paper &
copper
120 x 120cm
NFS

CYLINDER was formed around the notion of
the “collection”. Why do humans collect and
how does this impact our environments?
Could we as mass consumers contribute to
our collecting behaviour? In the end this is
really a personal observation, searching for
all those queries that are circling in my head.

Wrapped layers of thread on collected sticks
read as a barcode or DNA sequence speaking
to both my relationship to the land and to
the people who have passed through this
landscape, taking the same steps, looking
out over the same vista, reaching across time
and cultural diversity, connecting generation
to generation.

Samantha Mackie

59

Corridors #5
paper, linen thread &
photographic images
80 x 100cm
$895

Using photographs stitched in tiny books, I’ve
reconstructed, rearranged and rescaled the
landscape of an old hospital site. To explore
the relationship between time, memory and
place, the books form a maze of corridors
expressing the movement of people through
the hospital. This work aims to document
our collective memory: what was and what
remains.
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Debbie Mackinnon

60

Taking A Sketchbook
For a Walk

digital rag
70 x 78cm
$1,000

The new parkland above the Coal Loader
tunnels reveals a closer view of the
disintegrating jetty and nearby MV Cape Don.
Both are beautiful, full of gently fragmenting
history. I am fully engaged while drawing
outside: intensely looking, picking up sticks
to make inky marks. In this way I draw what I
feel, as well as what is in front of me.

61

Balls Head Finger
Wharf
pen, ink & watercolour
56 x 77cm
$2,000

Oh woe! The Finger Wharf. Such an imposing
and beautiful relic. No doubt of its busy
usefulness in times not so long gone but how
I would like it preserved as it now stands! It
seems to be a memorial to the men who
laboured here and presenting now such a
sight of grandeur. My work is an attempt
at preservation whilst trying to capture a
nostalgia.
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62

Nothing but a devil’s
hand

mixed media on paper
20 x 300 cm
$1,600

Jennifer
Maclaine-Cross

Eunice McAllister

My title is a lyric from the song ‘Welcome
to Your Life’ about the earth’s plight, our
children’s legacy. We pursue turquoise water
lifestyles leaving a trail of ruined paradises
behind us. Life forms are mutated by a diet
of manmade waste. The background tape is
cracked from age and the effort of holding a
fragile world together.

Stuart Rex
McLachlan

63

Global Warming
paper, Arches
watercolour paper,
sandstone, acrylic paint
& transparent acetate
73 x 32 x 61.5cm
$13,000

Danger is closer than we think as the figure
pushes the lighthouse out to meet the rising
tide alerting us of the urgent need to address
climate change. Sydney sandstone cut from
my backyard contrasts against the hand cut
lighthouse, paper figure and stairs which perch
precariously on the cliff, serving as both a
warning and a guiding light.

Libby Mewing

64

Mixed Emotions

Eva Nolan

66

The Pinned Moth
Cannot Fly

acrylic & ink on
canvas
80 x 80cm
$2,000

4k digital animation
dimensions variable
NFS

My painting attempts to contrast the brutal
simplicity of the coal loader with the beautiful
surrounding harbour and parkland. The
deliberately limited palette reinforces the
historical purpose of the buildings whilst the
patches of blue and green remind us of our
local natural assets which we often take for
granted and must preserve.

The Pinned Moth Cannot Fly is made from
original graphite on paper drawings. My
drawings represent speculative, symbiotic
ecosystems and reflect on processes of natural
historical documentation. The animation
distorts the original images, representing
artificial taxonomies imposed upon the natural
environment.
Audio courtesy of Tarun Suresh

Julie Nash

65

BACK FROM THE
BRINK
paperclay & marine ply
139 x 113 x 6cm
$2,100

Balls Head was a special place for Indigenous
people. After colonisation, the landscape
changed. Native trees were axed, their timber
used for building and firewood. By 1920 the
headland had been decimated. Depicted here
are species that have returned to the area
through regeneration: Blueberry Ash, Port
Jackson Fig, Sydney Red Gum and Blackbutt.

Anne Numont

67

Good Evening No.3
pastel on Arches
paper
55 x 42 x 3cm
$900

A view of Primrose Park and our world
between nature, architecture and the digital.
Commonly mistaken for a print or photo, this
drawing conveys the loose boundary between
physical and virtual reality, much like the way
we dip in and out of screen media. A chance
to rethink the way we consume information
and space, both tangible and ether.
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Beth Radford

68

Sydney Spring

This painting was created using colours taken
directly from a photograph of a eucalyptus tree
on the reserve. I sampled hundreds of colours
from this photograph and then selected a
series to put into a unique spectrum. I then
applied this spectrum to a grid of my own
construction in such a way that the colours
run in three different directions.
Represented by trafficjamgalleries

wood, steel & acrylic
270 x 90 x 7cm &
60 x 60 x 80cm
panels: $2,200 each,
sculpture: $1,800

This work references the recent conversion
of forests to a plethora of large houses, all
identical and with very little greenery, around
the north western region of Sydney. It presents
a juxtaposition; with the sculpture (Moire No 3)
suggesting the lost trees and how they move
with the wind, and the 3 panels representing
the new dwellings.

69

Woven Wall Urn
Sydney plant fibres
found locally or
grown by artist
80 x 60 x 30cm
$880

I enjoy looking at ceramics, textiles and
basketry in museums. Each piece can tell us
about how people used to live; what they
considered beautiful and important. Unlike
other areas of recorded history, women’s
lives are more present. My woven wall urn
represents contemporary Sydney gardens
using ten local fibres that I love to use.
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70

Little Boxes

acrylic on canvas
76 x 76cm
$2,800

Nicole Robins

Alan Rose

Jane Skeer

71

Albany, Bunbury,
Perth, Whyalla,
Port Augusta,
Freeling, Adelaide,
Millicent, Mount Gambier,
Melbourne, Sydney, Alice Springs
purchased, discarded & dirty ratchet straps
from eBay, Gumtree & Grays Online
dimensions variable
$12,500

Ratchet straps are mass produced, strong
and robust, industrially sewn to secure their
prized cargo, while being vulnerable and
susceptible to the harsh elements. Embedded
with red dirt and grease, worn down exposing
their histories. My aim is to monumentalise
these straps, retire them from their duties, to
recognise their efforts.

untethered fibre
artists inc.

72

Relationships

self//CONTAINED
milk bottles,
assorted fibres,
wool, fabrics, metal, paper & string
400 x 100 x 15cm
$4,500

In self//CONTAINED, milk bottles are enveloped
with 120 narratives exploring female identity in
fibre. These notions of care, concern, ageism,
apathy, sexism, labels, violence, and societal
expectations are often homogenised and
packaged in our throwaway society, but
collectively our choices can make a positive
difference.

Alex Thorby

74

Elke Wohlfahrt
IKEA SKUBB
organiser, smoke
alarm, plastic bird,
APPLE material,
polystyrene cup, seaweed, cardboard,
wood, plastic, thread & dried seaweed
178 x 33.5 x 45.5cm & 66.5 x 91.5 x 61cm
$1,500

This work is about consumerism in the 21st
century. I was inspired by a found Ikea Skubb
clothes organiser to create a shrine to a throwaway society. I relate to the passion we have
developed to use electronic devices all day
long and reflect upon the environmental
footprint we create by buying and constantly
updating these devices.

73

Day at the beach
oil on wood
10 x 35cm
$800

Day at the beach expresses concern for the
plastic polluting our oceans. A happy sunburnt
figure, foolishly wears a plastic bag on their
head, under the glaring heat of the Australian
sun. The harsh light causing the eyes to squint,
blurring their vision to what’s really happening
in our seas, while a guardian seagull hopelessly
looks on.

Sairi Yoshizawa

75

Essence
handwoven &
natural dyed cotton,
wool & stainless
steel
110 x 17cm
$755 each

My work reflects the eternal discovery of
colours in local landscapes. Natural dye
reveals unpredictable colours; it is searching
and recording nuances of colours and patterns
in the land. This work is dyed with fallen
eucalyptus bark, a gradation of colours and
pattern mimic the layers of narratives in nature,
both past, present and future.
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INTERIOR WORKS

Lower Level - Located in Tunnel 1 & 2 & Chambers

S.A.Adair

76

Secrete

Secrete is an immersive installation that
redefines the empty space of the chambers
to create an experiential and psychological
environment. At once both wondrous
and menacing, the work is a palpable and
penetrating reflection of what lies within the
human psyche.

domestic bric-a-brac
& gleaned detritus
dimensions variable
POA

Can Witchcraft give voice to marginalised
or threatened places? Can it challenge
and subvert current shifts in personal and
community power? Ritually assembled from
domestic detritus, Urban Fetishes works with
grass roots politics, Animist belief and magical
practice to give voice to endangered, and
transitional sites around Sydney.

77

Borders
vitreous enamel on
recycled copper
dimensions variable
$2,500

These erratic fences create borders. Straddling
uneven stone blocks, they bring a sense of
upheaval and disarray in a barren landscape.
Borders are a feature of our world, tribal and
religious, in a constant state of flux, caused
by population and political turmoil. My rich
vitreous enamel colours reference verdigris,
moss and decay.
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78

Urban Fetishes

felt & UV light
dimensions variable
$3,500

Sally Aplin

Gabrielle Bates

Jane Bodnaruk

79

Considering the
Women
dyed second-hand
linens
1000cm variable
$5,000

Balls Head is named after Lieutenant Henry
Lidgbird Ball, a commander of the 1788 First
Fleet. Daily, over 252 days (sailing time of
the Fleet), I twisted a rope of second-hand
household linens, and ‘lived’ with the 192
convict women. In 2019 consideration needs
to be given to the presence of women.

Kassandra Bossell

80

What I have been
and what I will
become

82

Banquet
sugar, glass &
laundry detergent
dimensions variable
$10,000

wax, forton, fur & feathers
dimensions variable
$3,000

With this work cast from my own body, I
imagine belonging within an interdependent
network of life-forms. In this network of all
biotic agents, any illusion of individual
biological reference vanishes. I envision a
co-agency with different birds, animals and
the vibrant earthly matter without which the
web of life would not function.

Chris Bowman

Tracey Clement

81

C6_4827º
paper, light, timber,
graphite, pigment &
rust compounds
dimensions variable
$12,000

C6_4827º is an installation exploring the
properties of carbon, evoking the absorbency
of coal and the silver slate of graphite. The
drawings are absorbent and degraded. Arcs
of light activate the walls and beams framing
the work. Slabs of graphite counterpoint the
ephemeral light and drawing. This extends the
artist’s investigation into the void.

Banquet implies abundance, but also gluttony
and greed. A mini-metropolis made from
sugar and flooded with soap, this sculpture
uses the symbol of the ruined city to highlight
the impact of an anthropocentric worldview.
From eating sweets to doing the washing, all
of our actions affect the environment with
which we are inexplicably entwined.

Alison Clouston
& Boyd

83

Wreath
wood, metal, wool,
rubber, cotton &
original soundtrack
300 x 300 x 20cm
POA

Our work is a memorial to the end of coal.
Responding to the Coal Loader site and
the tomb-like feeling of the chambers, this
outsized wreath leaning on the stone and
concrete wall evokes the ghosts of trees and
the forests of the Carboniferous epoch which
laid down the world’s coal 260 to 290 million
years ago.
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Penny Coss

84

Angophora

Referencing Angophora on this site, my work
is made up of parts informing parts, woven
under and over, leaning one on top or over
another, held, bound, touching and resting.
The layering of stains of colour are redolent of
history, the precarious boundaries of nature/
culture, of being in place and simultaneously
out of place.

85

In Memory of
water: 無 Mu (not
have; without)
cast bronze & chalk
dimensions variable
$4,400 bronze tongue only (installation
POA)

This is a landscape poem about the mysteries
of creation. My work links the silences in
language with absences in the landscape
to contemplate the disappearance of history
and also the uncertainties of the landscape of
the future. The disembodied tongues speak
towards a multitude of silences but also of
thirst, in our memory of water.
Represented by Artereal Gallery

stillborn lion cub,
gallantry, Akoya
pearl & glass
6 x 48 x 30cm
$10,900

My practice is driven by a strong commitment
to animal rights and sustainability. I adorn my
taxidermy animals with precious metals and
gemstones to provoke thought and discussion
around these topics. La Catastrophe comments
on the practice of trophy hunting, animal
extinction and perceived value. NB: the lion
cub was stillborn at Melbourne Zoo.
Represented by Sophie Gannon Gallery & Jan
Murphy Gallery

Kate Dorrough

87

Grotto
mixed media,
cement, ceramic,
wire, foam, paint &
shells
120 x 270 x 600cm
$12,000

Grotto is a garden feature celebrating water.
This installation is a contemporary hybrid;
pools of water and sculptural heads suggest
mythological naiads and river gods. The
artificial construction mimics rocks, imbedded
with ceramic shards and shells, revealing a
layered history of occupation; synthetic
colours reference an industrial heritage.
Represented by Arthouse Gallery
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86

La Catastrophe

canvas, wood &
acrylic paint
dimensions variable
$8,700

Shoufay Derz

Julia deVille

Mark Facchin

88

Water Sampler 2

90

Web of Being

digital video
1920 x 1080 px
POA

Water Sampler 2 is as much about the
concept of expanded painting as it is a
statement on the ecologies of resources.
As part of a series of digital paintings
responding to the post industrial landscape,
this version is based on reports of an old
coal mine near Berrima in the Southern
Highlands leaking toxic chemicals into
Sydney’s water catchment.

Marta Ferracin

Gloria Forez

89

Echosonar
metal Slinkys,
magnets, bass
& parametric
speakers, soundscape,
iPods & amplifiers
270 x 240 x 400cm
POA

My practice explores how nature exhibits
its own material agency in maintaining the
eco-sustainability of the planet. Echosonar
is an immersive acoustic installation that
explores echolocation phenomena by
reproducing the biosonar system used
by the microbats roosting in Tunnel 4 for
navigation, foraging and monitoring insect
populations.

paper & fabric
collage
275 x 260cm
NFS

“When one tugs at a single thing in nature,
he finds it attached to the rest of the world”,
John Muir. Go out - celebrate diversity,
plant one tree, save one bird, listen to it’s
song and know you are doing this for your
children and their children.

Christina Frank

91

Breakthrough
paperclay, fabric,
thread & wire
160 x 100 x 90cm
$2,400

In the shadows, where bedrock meets
concrete, roots surge forth. On this site,
evidence of nature’s power to reclaim is
overwhelming. Breakthrough celebrates this
and poses the question of what happens at
the cracks, where difference meets: where
nature meets manmade, ancient meets
recent, one people meets another, one
history meets another.

Soundscape: Trevor Brown
Activation Design: Chris Daniel
Photo: Corey Rankin
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Ariella Friend

92

The Nature of
Things

raku, charred timber
& wire
150 x 100 x 120cm
$20,000

My practice investigates the relationships
humans have with the natural world. In The
Nature of Things a new type of stalagmite
has emerged from the layers of detritus
accumulated from our modern day lives.
These sculptural forms resemble nature
yet feel strangely unfamiliar - existing
somewhere in the gap between fiction and
reality.

93

Fissures
hand paper casted
& hand made
paper, charcoal &
3 display cabinets in
Jarrah timber
dimensions variable
POA

This work addresses the impact coal has on
the landscape. It seeks to connect with the
geological by using collected charcoal. The
casted water bottles refer to the leakages
happening affecting some waterways.
They are presented in cabinets as precious
specimens that remind us we should not
forget and to save for future generations.
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94

Hope

plastic bottles,
coffee cups, lids,
bags, sticky tape,
hot glue, resin, plaster
& spray paint
dimensions variable
$3,350

Nathalie HartogGautier

Sergio Hernandez
Merchan

Hope consists of an enlarged handbuilt raku human skull partially covered
with oysters sitting on a charred timber
structure. The skull represents what is left
of the structure and activity that took
place. Once polluted, this area stands on its
dirty past, but now, from what is left, life is
coming back, it’s growing back.
Represented by M. Contemporary

Ruth Ju-shih Li

95

Eden
clay & water
dimensions variable
NFS

Constructed of meticulously made flowers
of fantasy and littered with birds and wings,
Eden evokes the image of utopia to explore
the ubiquitous idea of life, death and time.
Drawing inspiration from the story of
Eden the sculpture acts as a metaphorical
representation of the self extending onward
to consider the transitory nature of human
existence.

Simon Maberley

96

Clean Coal 2

copper & corten
steel
95 x 110 x 110cm
$12,500

Clean Coal 2 is an oxymoron; the notion
that you can make coal “clean” by washing
it and burning it at higher temperatures is
ridiculous. Clean air and clean water make
sense, yet the long term damage to our
environment and health caused by coal
mining and coal fired power generation
contradicts the assertion that “coal is good
for humanity”.

97

Hidden Paths
cow hide, clay,
steel & soil
210 x 180cm
variable
$18,000

The atmosphere here is old, secretive, layered
as thick as animal skin - as it is in the wider
Australian landscape. There are conversations
I wish I could have about this, so difficult –
words are inadequate.
Represented by Defiance Gallery

98

Leafy Coil

glass, stainless steel,
coal & water
77 x 20 x 20cm
$2,100

Ingrid Morley

Denese Oates

With my copper sculptures, I explore
nature’s potential, interpreting flora in a
variety of guises and drawing links from
biology to botany. In the ‘topiary sculptures’,
including Leafy Coil, I train meticulously
crafted, verdigris copper vines into fanciful
shapes.
Represented by Stella Downer Fine Art

Michelle Perrett

99

Enclosed Garden
porcelain
dimensions variable
$8,500 ($850 each)

My work is a collection of porcelain
sculptures of orchids and flowers. In Balls
Head Reserve, Bootlace Orchids have
flourished in this rehabilitated environment
like ghosts from the past. This rare orchid
has no leaves, only perfumed flowers that
grow on dying Eucalypts. As a metaphor for
survival it’s an astounding example of what
nature can do.
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Sandra Pitkin

100

Transition

resin, steel, wood,
urethane, fabric &
paint
163 x 43 x 53cm
$20,000

Transition is a representation of nature’s
ability to adapt. Due to coal pollution of the
Industrial Revolution, the Peppered Moth
changed its genetic structure to enable
a change from white to black, providing
camouflage from predators. As pollution
lessened, the change reversed - a Scientific
model of Natural Selection and change.

101

The Price of Coal
video & digital
photographs
dimensions variable
framed photographs
$760 each; video (USB) $800

Australia is currently the world’s largest
exporter of coal despite incontrovertible
evidence that coal fired power is a dirty and
unsustainable technology. The once pristine
waterfalls depicted in this work are dying due
to economic and political decisions which
ignore the fundamental truth that a healthy
environment IS our economy.
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102

Man at the edge

powder coated
copper, aluminium,
handmade paper,
copper & coal
450 x 600 x 100cm
POA

Jenny Pollak

Louis Pratt

This work shows a man at the edge of the
world, in upheaval. We are at that edge,
climate change is not a question of if, but of
by how much.
Represented by Nanda\Hobbs

Rhonda Pryor

103

Obsolescence
canvas, rope & metal
150 x 350 x 20cm
$4,500

Using experimental photography
techniques there are references to
discarded worker’s clothing, signage and
slices of the site’s industrial architecture
whilst providing a sense of the human face
of workers who were engaged in the vital
physical and dirty manual labour during the
Coal Loader’s lifespan.

Tamsin Salehian

104

Held Breath

106

Henka

acrylic & polymer
40 x 60 x 15cm
POA

Exploring threatened flora, I have been
sculpting plants, remaking forms and
intricacies in order to understand them
more fully. These bubbles represent a
held breath cradling the plants, a beingwith-through-artmaking, creating a
sentient space. I hope to pass on a sense
of connection to the viewer through my
sustained attention.

Gary Shinfield

Christine Simpson
& Hirofumi Uchino

105

wire, tubing,
tarlatan, speaker,
frame steel & base cement
300 x 120cm diameter
$12,000

Henka acts as a metaphor for
transformation, the chamber is like the
external body and the sculpture is the
womb, from which something new will
come. The sound component harnesses
the workings of the internal soundscape of
the sculpture manifesting as white noise
emanating from the artwork and into and
around the chamber.

Thresholds
ink & brush on 5
sheets of hand
made Korean paper
210 x 150cm each
$1,100 each or $5,000 for 5

Thresholds responds to certain architectural
elements inside the Coal Loader - doorways
between chambers, light emanating from
passageways, and underground spaces
devoid of natural light. Tension between
black and white suggests movement
backwards to darkness or forwards to
enlightenment.

Alma Studholme

107

Liminal
found objects, black
cord, steel cable &
sandstone rock
dimensions variable
NFS

A suspended chair serves as a metaphorical
invocation of individuals that crossed paths
with the Coal Loader site throughout its
history. The empty chair is “anchored”
by a heavy sandstone block, inviting the
mind to wonder about the identity of the
people who left (or not) their mark on the
architecture of the place.
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Janet Tavener

108

Seed

Jane Théau
Being there

seeds, gold paint &
acrylic sheets
dimensions variable
NFS

thread & tarlatan
dimensions variable
$4,000 each

The installation Seed draws its content
from the Svalbard Global “Doomsday”
Seed Vault located in a disused coal mine
1,300 kilometres beyond the Arctic Circle.
Where once the earth was reaped of its
natural resources it now houses our future
resources – the world’s vulnerable food
supply & 13,000 years of agricultural history.

Difficult as it would be to return to the dark
ages pre-smart phones, there will never be
a device to replace being there in person.
A face has a million more expressions than
a screen could ever offer. These works
are made of thread and recycled tarlatan
sourced from the garbage bins of print
rooms.

Represented by May Space

Sherna Teperson

109

Songbirds Can’t
Sing In Our Cities
Any More
sound, foam
earplugs, recycled armatures, foam, plaster
bandage, spakfilla, gesso, binder, acrylic,
gel medium & wire
dimensions variable
NFS

Songbirds Can’t Sing In Our Cities Any More
speaks to the stressful challenges that
anthropogenic noise places on the avian
community in built-up areas of urban
habitation. Unless birds can adjust their
pitch and volume, their acoustic signals to
find mating partners, defend their territory
and create group cohesion will be masked.
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Thomas ThorbyLister

111

Untitled (Coal) Series of 3
synthetic polymer
paint on canvas
80 x 90cm
$900 each

Exploring the unique architecture of the
Coal Loader site, I have used 3D scanning
equipment to capture and re-interpret
the textures of this space. The series of
paintings explores abstracted images
of coal in my unique style and painting
technique.

Floria Tosca

112

2 Degrees Celsius

Bronwen Williams
& Mitch Thomas
Quaver

neon light tubing,
acrylic board,
transformers,
chords, sound & speaker
160 x 98 x 20cm dimensions variable
$3,800

stone veneers,
transducers & digital
media
dimensions variable
$500

2 Degrees Celsius is a drawing in light and
sound. Red neon tubing is bent into the
shape of a human skull, suspended in a
catacomb-like space and accompanied
by the ominous sound of rumbling. In
the context of the Coal Loader, it acts as
a portent, urging us to heed the warning
signs and reassess our priorities while we
can still make a difference.

Quaver is an installation that investigates
illusion, intervention and simulation, by
resonating low frequency sound through
stone veneers. The work mimics the ways in
which the smallest of actions and vibrations
can be the site of intervention where
introduced materials rupture the existing
environment.

Represented by Flinders Street Gallery

Tianli Zu
Debbey Watson
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Voids
clay & glaze
dimensions variable
$90-$560 variable

Voids is a sculptural
expression of women’s emotional pain.
Women are confronted with turmoil and
inequality in all spheres of life. We may
squash our fears and frustrations and ‘get
on with it’, but they are there under the
surface of composure and it only takes a
little crack to open the void and expose the
buried pain we carry within.
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Shadow paradox
watercolour &
hand cut paper
dimensions variable
$22,000

Shadow paradox seeks to explore the
intrinsic relationship between humans and
nature. In this work, I use a combination of
the handmade and technology to represent
the changing nature of contemporary
society. I depict the Australian landscape
with papercuts as a physical representation
of its fragile and impermanent existence.
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PUBLIC PROGR AM

SATURDAY 9 MARCH
Artist Talks, 11am
Join exhibiting artists Deborah Redwood, Samantha Mackie, untethered
fibre artists, Desdemona Foster, Lea Kannar-Litchenberger, Jan
Cleveringa, Kate Dorrough, Marta Ferracin, Chris Bowman, Gabrielle
Bates, Ingrid Morley, Ruth Ju-shih Li and Morgan Veness.

SUNDAY 10 MARCH
Creative Workshops
Feathery Figures 10am – 1pm
Come along and create an imaginative abstract life form using found
objects such as bottles, tubes, fur, fabrics and feathers. You can be as
inventive as you like and will take home your own unique creature.
Tutor: Kassandra Bossell
Ages Children & Adults (Children under 12 must be accompanied by a
parent)
Bookings essential: www.trybooking.com/BAJGG

Designing from Nature 1pm – 4pm
This creative workshop will teach you how to stylise native flora and
create a contemporary 2D artwork which can also be used in a wide
range of design applications.
Tutor: Kathie Najar
Ages 16+
Bookings essential: www.trybooking.com/BAJGU

SATURDAY 16 MARCH
Artist Talks, 11am
Join exhibiting artists Tina Fox, Chris Bennie, Mary-Anne Barnes, Geoff
Farquhar-Still, Kathie Najar, Christina Frank, Alison Clouston & Boyd,
Sherna Teperson, Janet Tavener, Kassandra Bossell, Tracey Clement
and Andrew Cullen & Dion Parker.
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PUBLIC PROGR AM

SUNDAY 17 MARCH
Creative Workshops
Ritual Lanterns, 10am – 1pm
Learn how to construct a small lantern using colourful origami paper,
sticky tape and red string. A simple activity where you take home your
completed decorative lantern.
Tutor: Jayanto Tan
Ages 12+
Bookings essential: www.trybooking.com/BAJGW

Spirit Masks, 1pm – 4pm
Create your own unique spirit mask using sustainable, eco-friendly
and recycled materials. All you need to bring with you is an idea and
your imagination.
Tutor: Gabrielle Bates
Ages 8+
Bookings essential: www.trybooking.com/BAJHC

*ALL ACTIVITIES ARE FREE & MATERIALS PROVIDED
*MEETING POINT IS AT THE CARETAKERS COTTAGE
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